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Science:-
I like science as there are many things in it to learn. This year we learnt 

lot of biology. I can do question answers myself but difficult question I 

can’t do. I also learnt chemistry. I am   improving in science. Science is 

difficult for me but I can manage.

Math:-

Math is my favorite subject. I am 

doing 8th class book now. Math's is 

fun and I enjoy doing math's 

everyday.

I am confident of solving math's 

problems. Some of my favorite topics 

are exponents, cubes and square 

roots, mensuration's, construction.
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Some of the grammar exercises I like 

are idioms, sangya, muhavare,           

visheshand. When I read or have to -

do grammar, some of the concepts d

o not get into my mind. 

We have learnt essay writings,           

dialogue writing and idioms. We are 

doing now 8th class. We do group             

reading.

 Hindi…!

I like Hindi because I am capable of writing answers of stories and 

grammar. I have to focus more on my grammar exercises because 

this is something I have to learn and understand and do the exercises. 
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I like English because I can read properly, but in dictation  most   

my spellings are wrong. English grammar is very easy for me. 

I can learn it vey fast. 

We learnt essay writing, story writing and some grammar, but     

Mostly we read stories and did question answers from  them. But I 

need some improvement. I don’t always speak  in English. 

I talk mostly in Hindi.

I have done many dramas I am a bit lacking in expression  in               

some dramas. I have learnt poems such as Blue bird, Krishna,                   

Who, Thou golden light came down and other poems.

 English…! 
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I enjoy reading horror and adventures stories. 

I have read many books such as Samurai, Ghost 

stories by Ruskin bond and the Haunted house.

In group reading we read Sherlock Holmes, Shake

speare and now we are reading Tom Sawyer. 

I understand the stories. We have  done grammar 

from the book engaging English and the world wise 

book. 

I can do little bit of grammar such as active and pass

ive and direct and indirect. I also write  neatly and                              

everyone can read it. I love to write  stories. 
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I liked going to Rajasthan. I saw many monuments. I enjoyed 

in Jodhpur. I liked seeing the Rock gardens and the fort. 

 Trip…!

We went to Meherangarh fort. 

I liked seeing the chambers in the 

palace. Then we went to Jaisalmer. 

I liked going to the Thar desert. I 

enjoyed sitting on the camel very 

much. Then went to Falna, 

Ranakpur and Udaipur.

In Chittorgarh se saw the palace. 

Then we went to Gulabpura.
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We saw the main Bhilwara factory. Then we went to Ajmer, Pushkar 

and Jaipur. We saw Hawa Mahal and Jantar Mantar. Then we went     

to Agra and saw the Taj Mahal.

The we went to Delhi. There we went to  Akshardham and Lotus                 

temple. Then we returned to Kechla.

I sometimes like to warm-up. I like football very much, and                                  

basketball not very much because my hands get swollen  playing 

basketball.

Mostly I play defender in football and sometimes forward. 

I can shoot goals but sometime it doesn’t go in.

 Games
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I can take 8 rounds and I can do 40 sit up. I can do many  exercise suc

h as windmill, side sit up etc. I enjoy games instead of doing 

other activities.

I am good in yoga. In the                      

mornings I  can’t do some              

asanas. In yoga I learnt many 

asanas. Every morning  I go               

for yoga. I try my best. 

Some asanas are very difficult 

so it takes a long time to                

practise.  On sports day  I               

performed yogasanas. When I 

feel lazy I don’t go for yoga.

 Yogasana
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I like social studies but I feel bored when I revise. We get tests    

in all chapters and we have completed most of the chapters of 

history and geography of class 8th.

 Social Science:-

I feel bored in civics. I like 

history and geography. 

I need to improve and 

remember dates.

I am capable of doing 

the question answers of 

geography and history but in 

civics I face a little difficulty.
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I like art and craft very much. I don’t like painting. I like  craft and      

paper folding. I like to do pencil shading. There is a good art room in 

our school. We go and do crafts.

 Art & Craft 

Art Is an activity needing    

concentration thing. I like    

to copy other arts. 

I don’t know how to             

draw from my mind. I am     

improving
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I am learning tabla. I like to play tabla very much tabla. It is drum like 

instrument which we beat with our hands. 

Our tabla teacher is Ganesh  bhaiya. I feel bored sometimes while 

playing tabla. I need to improve my skills and increase my speed.

I don’t like Odia very much. I have speaking and writing   problem.     

It is boring for me as I cannot write proper answers. 

But I like to play Odia games played in  class. I often make  mistakes 

while pronouncing. Odia is very popular in Odisha.

I also want to develop my Odia because it will help in future   to             

communicate with people.

 Music

 Odia
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I like to do computer classes because I want to improve my                   

typing  speed. I have learnt HTML, excel, painting, commanding    

and word. 

 Computer

My typing speed is 20 to 25      

wpm.   I make lots of mistakes   

in  text  drill. 

We do lots of activities in           

computer such as power            

point, writing reports and                 

excel. 

we have learnt how to make       

calendars, tables and charts.
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I like to dance because dancing makes me physically fit and makes                

our body flexible. Our dance teacher is Suparna didi. I like to dance 

freely. I don’t like  classical and western folk  dances. 

 Dance  

In western folk       

dance   I  cannot     

catch the steps and 

make  mistakes.  

Our western folk   

dance teacher is   

Nirankar  bhaiya.
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He has a lot of interest in art. His special interest is in pencil  shading. 

He likes to draw anatomy of animals and scenery. 

His drawings are really eye-catching. On Ganesh puja he made a nice 

drawing of Lord Ganesh and displayed it in the programme hall.

 Report Written By Teachers…!

Art, Music & Dance

He is a very bright student and does his work on time. His 

understanding and writing scheme are very good. 

He is good in studying history and geography. He was more interested 

in studying the political parties in Civics.

In the test he attempts all the question correctly. He can memorize 

historical events very fast.

Social Science
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 Science
He is very responsible in studies. He tries his best. He actively              

participates in discussions and shares his  thoughts. 

In light topic, he understood the        

concept of day and night, changes 

of seasons, sources of light, mirror, 

lenses, phases of moon and laws             

of reflection. 

He likes to do all activities. During    

presentation he explained his                                    

topic “changes of seasons” nicely   

with practical's.

He freely ask question to gain           

clarity. He helps his group.
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Lakshya is an intelligent boy. Whenever he wants to understand 

something he comes to me for clarity. In tests he obtains more than 80% 

marks.

 Mathematics
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Lakshya has improved in English. His hand writing is very  nice,              

neat and clean. He had to read a story and tell in the group. 

He narrated very nicely. He had to read a paragraph in Hindi and     

translate to English. He was able to, but needed some  help from 

Didi. He learnt letter writing. 

He has learnt note making. He makes notes for his tests  and                      

remembers then. He read –

 The o’sullivan twins

 The mystery of banshee towers

 English
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Hindi
He is a sincere cooperative child. 

He always does his work   in time 

and gives his notebook for 

checking.

He likes to correct his mistakes 

on time. He has improved. 

He prefers reading stories. 

When he reads in the group,      

he is more focused than when      

reading on his own.  

Odia
Lakshya is a good learner. His reading writing skills are good.
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